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shelf life and reduced susceptibility to
disease are specific to anthocyanin
hyper-accumulation, as there were no
observed differences between control
and Del/Ros1 fruits in firmness, cuticle
thickness or cell wall composition at
the full ripe stage. During
over-ripening, Del/Ros1 fruits
expressed significantly lower levels of
multiple genes known to function in cell
wall disassembly, such as
polygalacturonase.

B. cinerea is an important fruit
pathogen and cell wall disassembly is
integrally tied to its entry into the fruit
[9]. The Del/Ros1 fruits have the
double advantage of remaining firm
for a longer period and accumulating
substantially higher levels of
water-soluble antioxidants. The
oxidative burst is an important aspect
of infection by necrotrophic pathogens
that feed on dead tissue [10,11].
Clearly, the reduced susceptibility
of fruits to postharvest diseases
complements the reduction in fruit
softening to enhance shelf life.

The success of this strategy of
increasing antioxidant capacity
raises the possibility of extending the
shelf life of other fruits. Much effort
has gone into reducing losses of
fruits to spoilage and the current
work provides another avenue to
that end. In summary, this
biotechnological approach has the
potential to increase the supply of a
more nutritious food.
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Neuronal Coding: The Value in Having
an Average Voice
Voices or faces that fall outside of the norm are the memorable ones. Recent
human neuroimaging work, however, indicates that the average voice holds
considerable currency for neuronal coding. The study also forges a bridge with
the face recognition literature.
Christopher I. Petkov
and Quoc C. Vuong

Being accused of having an average
voice is not much of a compliment.
Simon Cowell, who was a judge on the
television show American Idol, has
been known to tell contestants, ‘‘You
look nice, but your voice is distinctly
average, I’m afraid’’. Cowell might not
appreciate how difficult it would be for
him to identify, let alone judge, an
extraordinary voice without a reference
to the average or prototypical voice.
A new human neuroimaging study [1],
reported in this issue of Current
Biology, provides strong evidence
that a voice-sensitive region in the
human brain relies on a representation
of an average male and an average
female voice.

Neuronal Coding of Voice Identity
The brains of humans [2] and other
social animals [3] contain temporal lobe
regions called ‘temporal voice areas’
(TVAs), which are particularly sensitive
to sound acoustics associated with
voices. It has been unclear, however,
how these brain regions code for voice
identity.

An earlier notion of the neural coding
of identity is that of a ‘grandmother cell’
[4]. In the extreme, single neurons
encode single identities, which could
ruin a family reunion if a grandmother’s
cell became injured. Apart from
interesting examples, such as a
‘Jenifer Aniston neuron’ in the
brain of a patient who was familiar
with the actress [5], even the
researchers who identified these
neurons conclude that there is little
support for the notion of a one-to-one
mapping of neuron-to-identity [6].
Sorry, grandma.
Another prominent view is that

‘objects’, including faces or voices,
are represented as points in a
high-dimensional space (Figure 1A)
[1,7–10]. For voices, the axes of this
space represent acoustic features.
The distinctiveness between any two
voices can be represented by their
geometric distance in this space. That
is, the more distinctive that two voices
are, the further that they are from each
other in this space. These distances
have been shown to influence how
people judge voice [10,11]. Thus, they
could also influence how the brain
encodes individual voices.
If the brain has a representation of an

acoustic feature space, what is the
reference point within this space? That
is, how are voices related to each
other? One possibility is to compute
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Figure 1. Voice coding strategies and a voice parameter space.

(A) Stimuli canbe represented aspoints in amulti-dimensional space: the axes aredefinedby the
relevant stimulus features. Norm-basedcodingpredicts that neural responses increasewith dis-
tance between the probe stimulus (green circle) and prototype (red triangle). Exemplar-based
coding predicts that neural responses relate to the distance between the probe and a nearby
exemplar (red circle). (B) Three dimensions of a voice parameter space including female (red)
and male (blue) prototypes (triangles). See text for details; adapted and modified from [1].
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the distance between individual voices
to other voices (exemplar-based
coding). Another possibility is to
compute the distance between
individual voices and the average voice
that is at the center of the parameter
space (norm-based coding; see
Figure 1A). Put another way, do
neurons in Simon Cowell’s brain
evaluate the distinctive features
between an individual voice and an
extraordinary exemplar, or are
individual voices compared to an
average, prototypical voice? Latinus
et al. [1] obtained evidence that, for the
human TVA, the critical comparison is
the distance of a voice to its
sex-specific prototype.

To demonstrate this, the researchers
relied on a recently developed voice
parameter space [11]. Although many
different acoustical features can be
used to distinguish between voices,
the authors focused on three in
particular: first, the dispersion of the
formant frequencies (FD, Figure 1B),
associated with how a person’s
individual vocal tract filters the voiced
sound; second, the harmonicity
versus noisiness of his or her voice
(HNR); and third, the position of the
fundamental frequency (f0), associated
with voice pitch. Latinus et al. [1] then
used sound morphing software to
average dozens of male voices to
create a male voice prototype [1].
Similarly, they averaged many female
voices to create a female voice
prototype. Interestingly, and contrary
to Cowell’s view, averaging voices
together to create a voice prototype
increases its attractiveness [11]. The
authors obtained evidence that
listeners rated voices as more
distinctive if theywere further from their
sex-specific prototype in the voice
parameter space [1].

Armed with the voices, Latinus et al.
[1] used functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) to scan the brain
response of human participants as they
listened to the voice stimuli. The critical
question was whether the
hemodynamic brain response to a
particular voice would correlate more
strongly with its distance to the
sex-specific prototype or with its
distance to other voices. In the TVA, the
researchers found that the response
increased with increasing distance
from the sex-specific voice prototype.
This correlation was significantly
weaker when other reference points
were used, such as the distance to the
preceding voice or the distance to an
androgynous prototype voice (an
average of all the male and female
voices). Interestingly, the primary
auditory cortex did not show a
relationship between its hemodynamic
response and the distance to the
sex-specific prototypes.
Norm-based Coding of Identity:
A General Principle?
Building on earlier studies (e.g., [10]),
Latinus et al. [1] provide strong support
for a norm-based coding of voice
identity by the human TVA. These
results parallel those obtained in a
number of visual studies. For example,
analogous to the voice-sensitive TVA,
the primate brain has face-sensitive
regions in the occipital-temporal lobe.
One such region in humans is often
dubbed the fusiform face area (FFA)
because of its apparent selectivity for
faces over other visual categories [12].
Loffler et al. [8] showed that the FFA
responds stronger to faces further from
a prototype face, relative to those
closer to the norm. In another study [9],
neurons sensitive to faces in the
monkey inferior temporal lobe were
shown to be tuned around a human
face prototype, revealing how
norm-based coding could operate at
the level of individual neurons.
Moreover, there is evidence that
norm-based coding strategies could
apply to objects [13] and bodies [14].
Together these studies suggest that
norm-based coding is a general brain
coding principle. However, can
alternative coding strategies be
excluded?
Proponents of exemplar-based

coding note that memories for
exemplars can influence how people
judge stimuli [15,16]. There is also the
concern that brain adaptation effects
can be mistaken for norm-based
effects. It is known that regions in the
brain reduce their response (adapt)
when the same or a similar stimulus
is repeated [17]. Voices close to the
prototype are more similar to each
other by virtue of the prototype being
at the center of the parameter space.
Thus, the voices closer to the prototype
would be expected to be responded
to less, simply because their similarity
would lead to large adaptation.
By contrast, distinctive voices that
are far away from the prototype
are more dissimilar from each other
and would elicit less adaptation. Thus,
the correlation between TVA response
and distance to the prototype can be
confounded with adaptation for similar
voices within a prototype’s vicinity [18].
Aware of this issue, Latinus et al. [1]

tested whether different adaptation
conditions could equally explain the
results [1]. Their results show that
the correlation between TVA response
and the distance to the sex-specific
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prototype is significantly larger than
the one based on voice adaptation.
Moreover, this relationship was
stronger than the relationship between
TVA response and the distance to the
androgynous prototype. These
additional results strengthen the case
for the norm-based coding of voice
identity in the TVA.

Nonetheless, it is unlikely that
norm-based coding and
exemplar-based coding accounts are
mutually exclusive. For instance,
exemplar-based coding might
predominate in certain brain regions, or
when a prototype has not been formed
or is difficult to form. Also if many
‘prototypes’ exist, norm-based coding
is difficult to distinguish from
exemplar-based coding.

Glimpse ahead and the ‘Mysterious’
Prototype
A psychological curiosity is that the
brain apparently can form a prototype
without ever experiencing it. In a
classic study, Posner and Keele [19]
presented participants with many dot
patterns, which were synthesized by
distorting a prototype pattern.
Although participants never saw the
prototype during an exposure phase,
their responses to it afterwards
suggested that they had abstracted it,
merely by being exposed to the
distorted dot patterns.

If the brain does rely on prototypical
face or voice representations, even if it
has never experienced them, a number
of questions arise: How does the brain
form and maintain prototypes? In this
regard it is important to consider the
form of learning; for instance, Andics
and colleagues [10] suggest that
the brain flexibly shifts the reference
point as we become familiar with
other people’s voices. Also, what is
the fidelity with which prototypes
represent certain features, and which
features, or life experiences, have a
greater influence on the formation of
prototypes?

No doubt, studying these issues will
continue to provide insights into how
we so effortlessly identity others and
how this process comes to a grinding
halt for people with face or voice
recognition deficits. We will possibly
also better understand how judges like
Simon Cowell evaluate exceptional
voices/faces, in relation to those that
we as a society might not find as
mesmerizing as the neurons in our
brains.
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Genital Evolution: Cock-a-
Doodle-Don’t
Losing the penis in species with internal fertilization may seem paradoxical,
but birds have managed to do it multiple times. A new study addresses one
developmental mechanism responsible for penis reduction in birds, and opens
the door to further examination of this little understood evolutionary
phenomenon.
Patricia L.R. Brennan

Most amniotes with internal fertilization
have a penis, with the exception of
most birds [1]. What could have driven
the loss of an organ that seems crucial
to internal fertilization, and how exactly
can a penis be lost? The answer to the
first question is still largely unresolved
[2,3]. However, in this issue of Current
Biology, we get an answer to the
second question in a paper by
Herrera et al. [4] that describes
a developmental mechanism
responsible for the loss of intromittent
function in the avian penis.
Only three percent of avian species

belonging to two main clades have
retained the ancestral copulatory
organ: the Paleognathes (e.g.,
ostriches, kiwis and tinamous), and the
Galloanseridae (e.g., chickens, turkeys,
megapodes, cracids and ducks) [1]. All
other birds have completely lost the
penis. Avian penis evolution is complex
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